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DETAILED ATTITUDE REPORT comparing applicants to existing franchisees 
PREDICTIVE ANALYSIS OF POTENTIAL FRANCHISEE PERFORMANCE

Using Franchisee Comparison Reports
Reports  need follow-up investigation and confirming evidence. Do not finalize any decision on the 
basis of reports alone. Our advice is that you do not distribute reports to others. Keep them 
confidential. 

1. Reading percentage figures on page 2:

 Franchisee Comparison Score - This is calculated by summarising the deviation from the scores 

obtained by existing successful franchise partners for each trait. CRITICAL and IMPORTANT traits are 

ranked and weighted according to evidence from case studies and research information. DESIRABLE 

traits are not included in this calculation.

 Adjustment for Type 1 Traits - This is  a percentage reduction assigned to any trait result that is an 

extremely low score, including DESIRABLE traits. Such scores are always the result of emotional 

avoidance reactions to trauma. Benign environments or positive cultural factors foster the 

development of significantly higher scores than these Type 1 results. These scores predict an 

aversion to the situations and environments where exposure and experience could otherwise 

develop insights, understanding and capabilities. Adjusted scores reflect the degree of difficulty and 

persistence needed to coach someone who has one or more of these emotional aversions to 

experiences associated with or 'resembling' past traumas.

 Adjusted Comparison Score - This is the Franchisee Comparison Score percentage minus the 

Adjustment for Type 1 Traits. It is a more accurate predictor of the time and cost considerations in 

training and supporting a franchise partner based on an analysis of the number and types of 

interventions provided to profilees who have one or more Type 1 Traits. Adjusted scores of less than 

60% are flags for concern.

2. Explanation of scoring terms used in Graph 1 'Comparison by Category' (1st graph):

Raise Standards suggests you understand relevant principles within the category, and that you are 

capable and accountable. This means you may get even better results in this category by resetting

goals, raising targets and creatively innovating new solutions;

Manage Performance suggests you understand relevant principles within the category and are 

capable. This means you may get better results in this category with regular accountability for 

achieving targets/ results to a manager, coach, mentor, etc.;
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Assess Capabilities suggests that even if you have had relevant experience or past success in this 

category further training, support or accountability may be needed for improvement;

Test The Facts suggests no understanding or experience and you will benefit from an review of your 

current understanding and application of relevant principles within this category. Examine sub-

category traits (below) to see where to start improvements.

3. Critical, Important, and Desirable Bar Graphs:

Note any match to clone results. 'LOW', 'HIGH','TOO HIGH' or 'Unrealistic High Score' trait results need to 

be inspected for further comments in the Trait Interpretation tables in section 2 below the graphs. 

Graph 2. Critical Traits - Any fewer than 7 out of 10 traits listed as 'OK' is a red flag warning of possible 

incompatibility.

Graph 3. Important Traits - Any fewer than 14 out of 20 traits listed as 'OK' is a red flag warning of 

possible incompatibility. 

Graph 4. Desirable Traits - No minimum recommended but check  Trait Interpretation Tables especially if 

a Type 1 or Type 2 result.

4. Explanation of Trait Types in the trait tables in the 'Detailed Analysis' section:

Your Trait Result Type Guide - think about these like traffic lights

Red - stop driving on auto-pilot and instead rethink and get the facts
Orange - careful attention to Red traits and you will moderate this trait
Green - keep going, this is working for you

Type 0 - Green Light = Okay
Understood and applied effectively, according to your capabilities and development, no attention 
needed.

Type 1 - Red Light = Very low (*Heart Trait)
Affected usually due to trauma in early development and the person appears to be 'stuck' and easily 
triggered - needing training, mentoring, and/or emotional support.

Type 2 - Red Light = Too high (*Head Trait)
A misjudgement due to missing information i.e.  blind spots or lack of awareness of when enough is 
enough. Knows how to moderate the trait but isn't paying attention to fine-tune responses.

Type 3 - Orange Light = A bit too low (*Head Trait)
A misjudgement due to temptations or distractions or over-valuing other alternatives - being 'side-
tracked'. Often a symptom of avoidance or over-applying other traits. Will self-adjust if other traits 
become moderated.

Type 4 - Red Light = Too low (*Hand Trait)
Due to misjudgements in types 2, 3, 6 (Head) that result in avoidance or non-confrontation in this trait. 
Get the facts and do what is needed instead of acting by ineffective habit.

Type 5 - Orange Light = A bit too high (*Hand Trait)
Due to misjudgements in types 2, 3, 6 (Head) that results in slightly over-applying or over-compensating. 
Will self-adjust if other traits become moderated.

Type 6 - Red Light = Very High (*Head Trait)
An unrealistic score resulting from trying to answer the survey questions 'right'. You are going to miss 
changing circumstances because you don't know what you don't know and are not paying attention
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INTERPRETING RESULTS 
1. DO NOT BASE DECISIONS ON DIAGNOSTIC TRAIT RESULTS!  Do not simply presume that report results 
are accurate. While they have an extremely high accuracy you still need to confirm any findings. You may 
limit some of the further investigation of the Profilee's trait results to  critical & important traits for the 
specific role in interviews, referee checks, etc. Refer to the sample questions provided.

2. Trait surveys are completed by applicants with assurance of confidentiality. As profile results may 
change after 90 days there is good reason to destroy all copies and delete electronic versions as a matter 
of policy. We advise all follow up and due diligence must be completed within a 90 day period or the 
survey be retaken. Profiler Systems does not keep any surveys beyond 90 days from receipt.

6. By completing surveys profilees agree to clear terms and conditions. Most people are honest but in the 
event of abuses, particularly getting help or advice from others, or not being the person completing the 
survey, the respondent is legally guilty of fraud in many countries. Due to the rare exceptions we strongly 
advise that you follow the trait result confirmation steps advised in summary point number one (1) 
above. 

TERMS OF USE
This report is not to be considered or used as evidence in the weighting of any decision whatsoever. Users 
of this profiling make decisions based on their own assumptions and the available evidence of the merit 
and risk of a personnel related choice. Profiler Systems in no way partners with or accepts any 
responsibility for the presentation or interpretation of results provided herein. 

It remains entirely the user's responsibility to ensure adherence to international, national, or local laws or 
bylaws that govern the use of psychometric testing for personnel related decision making. Profiling 
products are issued only on the basis that every respondent has agreed to accept terms of use included in 
the registration requirements before completing a survey .

GUARANTEES
Profiler Systems offers no warranty or guarantee as to the accuracy or validity of profile results or of 
descriptions interpretations, or opinions made by Profiler Systems or its employees. It is entirely the users 
responsibility to comply with local  and international regulations regarding anti-discrimination laws.

The team at Psychometric Profiler Systems
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